Zia 2 & 3-Pitching Instructions

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” before embarking on your wilderness adventure. For more helpful tips, go to www.sierradesigns.com/tents.html

Package Includes: Tent Body, Rain Fly, 2 Hoop poles, 1 X hub ridge pole, 4 Guy Cords, 6 Ground Stakes, 1 Pole Sack with stake pocket.

Step 1: Find an even piece of ground, stake out your tent and assemble the poles. Position the single hoop poles over the doors and the hubbed X pole on top, be sure H clip of hub in facing down.

Step 2: Insert the pole tips of the hoop poles into the grommets at each corner of the tent. Lay the hoop pole to inside of tent. Attach ball cap connectors to end of X pole.

Step 3: Raise the hoop poles and attach cliploc to hoop poles. Attach H clip and swift clips then using bungie cord lock cliploc to poles

Step 4: Drape fly over tent. Locate the SQ Rings™ on the underside of the rain fly and attach them to the Ball Cap™ assembly located at the ends of the X ridge pole. Attach small buckle on tent side wall to fly at guy out (Zia 3 only). Attach corners of fly to tent. Stake out vestibules.